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Back Talk—Without a problem, there is blind groping in the dark

Column Editor: Anthony W. Ferguson (Library Director, University of Hong Kong) <ferguson@hkuec.hku.hk>

I recently attended a forum celebrating the inauguration of the Hong Kong Center for Problem-based Learning. My purpose was to learn more about this trend in higher education and how my library could do a better job of supporting the students and teachers employing it. The keynote speaker from Griffith University, Australia, Don Margetson, used a phrase from John Dewey to sum up the reason for problem-based learning: “Without a problem, there is blind groping in the dark” (The Theory of Inquiry, New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1938).

This set me to thinking: what is the problem that librarianship should seek to solve? Is it the same one that my staff and I should be working on? My knee-jerk answer was “how can users get the information they need?”

I had taken a useful book by Peter Brophy to the forum on the chance that I might get bored and need something to read: The Library in the Twenty-first Century, New Services for the Information Age (London: Library Association Publishing, 2001). His first chapter is provocatively entitled “The End to Libraries?” He suggests that libraries might fail because they have lost their core business due to changes in technology allowing others to deliver needed information more easily. As I thought about this possibility, I returned to thoughts about Dewey’s suggestion that unless you are trying to solve “a” question, you will be endlessly groping in the dark.

Brophy’s summary of where we are now does cause one to wonder if our whole profession isn’t doing just that: we are extremely busy groping about but not getting anywhere useful: at times we seem to be rearranging deck chairs on what is already too small a ship. He gives an example of a sinking ship. In a 29-page summary of what Brophy calls “enabling technologies” he describes our use of technology over the past 30 years to meet the information needs of our users, and at the end of the book he provides a very useful glossary of the 200+ acronyms and terms used in his description of what we have been doing, e.g., ANSI, DLI, FTR, TeX, XML, and the ever-popular Z39.50. When one reads the book thought provoking, the glossary also suggested that what we have been doing is barely comprehensible to ourselves, and certainly not to our funders. This was brought home to me more strongly last month when several of us from Europe, Australia, and the US were called upon by Chinese publishers and librarians at a conference in Shenzhen province to explain what was going on in western libraries.

While we are groping (actually group groping) about in the dark, many of our users have found the answer to the question about how do they find the information they need: they type a few words into a small box within their Internet browser and come up with useable information. Yes, I am fully capable of reciting the litany about inaccurate information, incomplete information, and too much information. But, they do just type a few words in the little box and get instant gratification (by the way I just got 69,000+ hits on the phrase “instant gratification” using Google but was able to cut it down to 2,000+ by adding the word “libraries”).

Being an old Cub Scout leader, I am always reminded of the KISOMF motto: “Keep it simple, make it fun.” I think that is what we need a lot more of in our libraries. At any hour of the day our students physically or virtually enter our libraries/home pages and want something fairly simple: information. In our fascination with making order out of the chaos we have created MARC and a few hundred or thousand other enabling techniques to help them find the right book/article at the right time (Yankee, chapter 6 verse 2). Along the way we have lost a lot of the simple and fun in our libraries. In fact, our profession is maligned as the no fun “shouters” of all time. When I suggested the other day that we create a recreational reading room with soft chairs and music, I was informed that any use of recorded music would involve paying all sorts of copyright fees. Since we can’t afford a live band, I guess that idea is out—unless there is a librarian musician who would like a 16 hour a day job in Hong Kong.

Now, lest I get branded as a technophobe suggesting that what the world needs now is a room with a bunch of printed books and journals arranged by title, let me defend myself by saying that my library is busy at work adopting single-search, as well as my library interfaces in an attempt to make it easier and more friendly to use. But, I suggest that we all need to lighten up and keep pace on the real bottom line, or in Dewey’s words, the problem: users finding information. Brophy, in a discussion of the differences between essential and non-essential performance attributes, suggests that you ask the question “Can this aspect of service produce ‘customer delight?’” (p. 81). If it can result in delight it isn’t essential. Actually, I think we need to put more time on the non essentials and in producing delight—if we are going to meet our contract.

In the case of library support for problem-based learning, to produce delight it is apparent we need to provide small group study rooms and lots of them, face-to-face as well as phone and email reference help, scheduled classroom and at-the-point-of-need Web-accessible information management skills training, lots of full-text resources, and, if we still have time, weekly faculty development conferences on standards and things.

Brophy ends his book by cautioning us all that being able to say what needs to be done, and even identifying some models to emulate, “… does not mean that libraries will of necessity occupy a central place in future society. That place has to be earned. It is librarians who must earn it” (p. 184). I couldn’t agree more.